TO: ALL USERS OF SCOTT AIR-PAK X3 SELF-CONTAINED BREATHING APPARATUS EQUIPPED WITH THE SEMS II CONTROL CONSOLE

WARNING: PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE NOTICE AND FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH.

SEMS II Functionality
As a result of a regularly scheduled audit, Scott Safety has become aware of a potential issue with the Air Pak X3 SEMS II control console manufactured prior to 01/31/2018. While Scott Safety has not received any reports of this issue in the field, the potential exists that under extreme conditions the user could experience inconsistent performance of the electronics. If the user experiences a PASS full alarm condition that cannot be reset, or the HUD display is non-functional, immediately evacuate from any IDLH environment. This condition can also be detected during Regular Operational Inspection (daily checks) indicated by a loud constant tone or failure of the unit to power on.

You may continue to use your SCBAs. Respirators in regular use must be inspected at the start of each use period and during cleaning after each use in accordance with the Scott Safety Operation and Maintenance Instructions 595265-01 and any applicable SOP. If the SCBA fails the Regular Operational Inspection, tag the SCBA out of service and contact Scott Safety at 1-800-247-7257.

Identification and Customer Action
You are receiving this notice because you’ve been identified by Scott Safety as a customer that may have an SCBA meeting these criteria. If you have a Scott Safety Air Pak X3 SCBA with SEMS II control console, Scott Safety will replace the SEMS II console internal electronics module at no charge to you. The replacement console electronics will include the latest firmware. Please review your equipment per the instructions below and take the recommended actions.

To confirm that you have an SCBA included in this User Safety Notice, please verify that your SCBA Console is a SEMS II. The Air-Pak X3 SEMS II control console can be identified by the presence of three (3) push buttons (see picture below Red, Yellow, and Grey). This Notice covers all Scott Safety Air Pak X3 SCBA equipped with the SEMS II control console manufactured prior to 01/31/2018. If your Air-Pak X3 SCBA is included in this Notice please contact Scott Safety so that a service professional can schedule your replacement at no charge to you. Scott Safety can be contacted at 1-800-247-7257, or through the website at www.scottsafety.com.